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Abstract: Multi-agent system (MAS) is a common way of exploiting the potential power of agent by combining many 
agents in one system. Each agent in a multivalent system has incomplete information and is in capable of solving entire 
problem on its own.  Multi-agent system offers modularity. If a problem domain is particularly complex, large and contain 
uncertainty, then the one way to address, it to develop a number of functional specific and modular agent that are specialized 
at solving various problems individually. It also consists of heterogeneous agents implemented by different tool and 
techniques. MAS can be defining as loosely coupled network of problem solvers that interact to solve problems that are 
beyond the individual capabilities or knowledge of each problem solver. These problem solvers, often ailed agent are 
autonomous and can be heterogeneous in nature. MAS is followed by characteristics, Future application, What to be change, 
problem solving agent, tools and techniques used, various architecture, multi agent applications and finally future Direction 
and conclusion. Various Characteristics are limited viewpoint, effectively, decentralized; computation is asynchronous, use of 
genetic algorithms. It has some drawbacks which must be change to make MAS more effective. In the session of problem 
solving of MAS, the agent performance measure contains many factors to improve it like formulation of problems, task 
allocation, organizations. In planning of multivalent this paper cover self-interested multivalent interactions, modeling of 
other agents, managing communication, effective allocation of limited resources to multiple agents with managing resources. 
Using of tool, to make the agent more efficient in task that are often used. The architecture o MAS followed by three layers, 
explore, wander, avoid obstacles respectively. Further different and task decomposition can yield various architecture like 
BDI (Belief Desire Intension), RETSINA. Various applications of multi agent system exist today, to solve the real-life 
problems, new systems are being developed two distinct categories and also many others like process control, 
telecommunication, air traffic control, transportation systems, commercial management, electronic commerce, entertainment 
applications, medical applications. The future aspect of MAS to solve problems that are too large, to allow interconnection 
and interoperation of multiple existing legacy systems etc. 
 
 
1. Introduction  
 

An agent is an entity that is able to carry out tasks, to help the human beings. It is also a set of 
conflicting tasks where one can be active simultaneously. This is a high level behavioral sequence as 
opposed to the low level actions performed direct by actuations. An agent can be a biologic entity or 
robotic or computational. The discussion is primarily concerned with software agents, reactive agent 
[1], interface agent, information agent and various multi agent systems (MAS) [1]. A software agent is 
a    computer program designed to carry out some task on behalf of a user. There are a number of ways 
in which software agents can be built and a number of properties that they can have. One property of 
an agent which is most important is its intelligence. Multi-agent systems are a common way of 
exploiting the potential power of agents by combining many agents in one system. Each agent in a 
multivalent system has incomplete information and is incapable of solving the entire problem on its 
own. But combining them together, the agent forms a system that has sufficient information and ability 
to solve the problem. The system does not have a centralized control mechanism for solving the 
problem. Which is defined as multi agent system?     

 
The multivalent systems have been studied for the last 10 years by a group of AI community. 

Some of the critical behavior of MAS and the associated work has been addressed here. AI endeavors 
to address more complex, realistic, and large-scale problems. Such problems are beyond the 
capabilities of an individual agent. The capacity of an intelligent agent is limited by its knowledge, its 
computing resources, and its perspective. 
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The most powerful tools for handling complexity are modularity and abstraction. Multi agent 
systems (MAS) offer modularity. If a problem domain is particularly complex, large, and contain 
uncertainty, then the one way to address,  it to develop a number of functionally specific and modular 
agents that are specialized at solving various problems individually. This decomposition allows each 
agent to use the most appropriate steps for solving its particular problem. When interdependent 
problems arise, the agents in the system must cooperative with one another to ensure that 
interdependencies are properly managed. 
 
        An open system is one in which the structure of the system itself is capable of dynamically 
changing. The characteristics of such a system are that its components are not known previously and 
can change over time. Secondly it also  consist of  heterogeneous agents implemented by different 
people, with different tools and techniques such as internet, which can be viewed as a large, distributed 
information resource, with nodes on the network designed and implemented by different organizations 
and individuals. In an open environment, information sources, communication links, and agents could 
appear and disappear unexpectedly. The next generation of agent technology can perform information 
gathering and sophisticated reasoning in support of solving various problems. For this cooperation and 
coordination among the agent is essential [14]. In addition, these capabilities will allow agents to 
increase the problem solving scope of single agents. Such functions will require techniques based on 
negotiation or Cooperation, which lie firmly in the domain of MAS [18]. 
 
          MAS can be defined as a loosely coupled network of problem solvers that interact to solve 
problems that are beyond the individual capabilities or knowledge of each problem solver. These 
problem solvers, often ailed agent, are autonomous and can be heterogeneous in nature [19]. 
 
1.1 Characteristics: 
 
The various characteristics of MAS [3, 2, 5] have been enumerated as follows, 
 

(i)  Each agent has incomplete information or capabilities for solving the problem and, 
thus, has a limited viewpoint. 

(ii)  MAS have more knowledge or understanding of their environment than simple agents 
and are able to use this intelligence to carry out their tasks more effectively. 

(iii)  Data are decentralized. 
(iv)  Computation is asynchronous. 
(v)  MAS are able to carry out their task without direct input from a human.  
(vi)  It can give the ability to learn, to solve new problem using genetic algorithms. 
(vii)  It is collaborative or competitive. 
(viii)  These agents will competing with each other. 

 
1.2 What to be change: 
 

MAS are rapidly expanding in many human-computer environments. Although MAS provide 
many potential advantages, they also present many difficult challenges, which have been enumerated 
below:  

 
(i)  To formulate, describe, decompose, and allocate problems and synthesize results 

among a group of intelligent agents. 
(ii)  To enable agents to communicate and interact. Selection of communication languages 

and protocols. 
(iii)  To inter operate the heterogeneous agents interoperate [39].  
(iv) To ensure the agents act coherently in making decisions or taking action, 

accommodating the non-local effects. 
(v)  To ensure that MAS does not be resource bounded. 
(vi)  To avoid unstable system behavior. 
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(vii)  To enable individual agents to represent and reason about the actions, plans, and 
knowledge of other agents to coordinate with them. 

(viii)  To recognize and reconcile disparate viewpoints and conflicting intentions among a 
collection various architecture of agents trying to coordinate their actions.  

(ix)  To engineer and constrain practical distributed artificial intelligence systems.  
      

2. Problem  Solving Agents: 
 
Intelligent agents are enhancing, their performance measure by adopting a goal. The agent’s 

performance measure contains many factors like to improve its sustain, improve its dynamics and 
avoid hangovers. The dictions problem is a complex one involving tradeoffs [13]. The goal is a set of 
world states in which it is satisfied. The agent’s task is to find out which sequence of actions will get it 
to a goal state. Before this, it needs to decide the various input problem an agent to be consider. 
Problem formulation is the process of deciding what actions and states to consider, for a given goal. 
Generally, an agent with several immediate options of unknown value can decide the, process of 
examining different possible sequence of actions which lead to state of known value, and then 
choosing the best sequence. The process of looking for such a sequence is called search. The search 
algorithm put a problem as input and returns a solution in the form of an action sequence. This solution 
recommends an action to be carried out and the phase doing this is called the execution phase. A 
simple problem –solving agent [4], formulates a goal and a problem, then searches for a sequence of 
actions that would solve and executes the actions for the problem at same time. When this is complete, 
it formulates another goal and complete up to the execution phase. During the period of executing the 
sequence it ignores its percepts like: 
 

(i) It assumes that the solution it has found will always work. 
(ii) The solution design by above assumption in a static environment, does not give 

attention to any changes that might be occurring in the environment. 
(iii) The agent design also assumes that the initial state of the problem is known to the 

system. 
(iv) The idea of enumerating “alternate courses of action” assumes that the environment 

can be viewed as discrete.  
(iv) Finally the agent design assumes that the environment is deterministic. 
 

2.1    Solution to Problem: 
 
            Solutions to problems are single sequence of action, so they cannot handle any unexpected 
event but the solutions can be executed without giving attention to the percepts. An agent that carries 
out its plan with closed eye must be quite certain that what is going on and it is a part of open loop 
control theory. The well defined problems and its solutions are as follows.  
 

(i)  The initial state that the agent starts with. 
(ii)  A description of the possible actions available to the agent .The most common 

formulation  uses a successor function [23]. 
(iii)  The goal test, which determines whether a given state is a goal state. 
(iv)  A path cost function that assigns a numeric cost to each path. 

 
2.2 Formulating Problems: 
 
            The Formulation of problems may occur in terms of the initial state of successor function, goal 
test, and path cost .This formulating seems reasonable, and omits great aspects of the real world. The 
descriptions of state are essential for finding a root in details from the representation, is called 
abstraction. The abstraction is useful if carrying out each of the actions in the solutions, is easier than 
the original problem .The choice of a good abstraction thus involves removing as much detail as 
possible while retaining validity and ensuring that the actions are easy to carry out .The problem–
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solving approach has been applied to a vast array of task environments. The list from some of the best 
known here,   
 
Distinguishing between toy and real  
 

(i)  Would problems. A toy problem is intended to illustrate of exercise various problem – 
solving methods. It can be performance of algorithms.  

(ii)  A real world problem is one whose solutions is discussed actually by the people .They 
do not have a single agreement – upon description of their formulation. 

 
Before 30 years a group of AI researchers held the first DAI [41] workshop at MIT to discuss issues 
concerning intelligent problem solving with systems consisting of multiple problem solvers. It was 
decided that Distributed AI [2] was not concerned with low level parallelism issues, and its application 
of processing over different machines, to parallelize centralized algorithms, without issues to 
intelligent problem solvers for coordinating effectively to solve problems [25, 26].This is the 
beginning, of the DAI [6] field and then interred into a major international area. 

Actors are the one of the first model in multi agent problem solving system. Actors were 
proposed as universal primitives of concurrent computation .They are self – contained, interactive 
autonomous components for a computing the system that communicate by asynchronous message 
passing. The basic actor primitives are:  
 

(i) Create: Create an actor from a behavior description and a set of parameter, possibly 
including existing actors. 

(ii)  Send: Sending a message to an actor.  
(iii) Become: Changing an actor’s local state.  
 
Actor models are used of concurrent computation .But it is noted that actor models, along with 

other DAI [7] models, face the issue of coherence .The low – level granularity of actors also poses 
issues relating to the composition of actor behaviors in larger communities and achievement of higher 
level performance goals with only local knowledge. These issues were address in an overview of open 
loop systems and its challenges are presented, to an origination architecture called ORG [10].  
 
2.3 Task Allocation:  
 
            The issue of flexible allocation of taxes to multiple problems solvers received attention early 
on in the history of DAI .Davis and Smith’s work resulted in the well known contract Net protocol. In 
which the agents can dynamically take two roles:  
 
 Manager or contractor. 
 

(i)  Given a task to perform, an agent first determines whether it can break it into subtasks 
that could be performed concurrently. It employs the contract Net Protocol to 
announce the tasks that could be transferred, and requests bids from nodes that could 
perform any of these tasks .A node receives a task announcement replies with a bid 
task, and indicate its degree thinking for performing the task.  

 
(ii)  The contractor collects the bids and awards the task to the best bidder. According to 

the contract to be negotiation technique, it is really a coordination method for task 
allocation .The protocol land provides load balancing its limitations are that it does not 
detect or resolve conflicts.  There is no pre-option in task execution and is 
communication intensive .To rectifying some of its short coming, a number of 
extensions to the basic protocol have been proposed. Those are grouped together 
under the heading of the task environment .For the agronomical minded, this is called 
as PEAS (Performance, Environment, Actuators, Sensors) description [17]. 
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The performance measure in a automated driver system aspire the desirable qualities which 
include the getting of the correct destination, minimizing fuel consumption, wear and tear, minimizing 
the trip time and cost, minimizing violations of traffic laws and disturbances to other drivers, 
maximizing safety and passenger comport and  profits. Since the driving environment deals with a 
variety of roads, traffic, stray animal’s police car, puddles. The actuators available to an automated taxi 
will be more or less the same as those available to a human driver. To achieve its goals in the driving 
environment the taxi will need to known its position the hurdles on the road and its speed of driving. 
Its basic sensors should therefore include one or more controllable TV Cameras speedometer and 
odometer. 

 
2.4 Organizations: 
 
            An organization provides a framework for agent interactions through the definition of roles, 
behavior, characteristic, expectations, and authority relations. Organizations are, in general, 
conceptualized in terms of their structure. In cooperative problem solving, a structure gives each agent 
a high level view to solve the problems. The structure should also indicate the connectivity 
information to the agents so they can distribute sub problems to individual agents. 

 
This is a challenging, task especially in environments which include large numbers of agents 

and that have information sources, communication links, and/or agents that might be appearing and 
disappearing. An agent shows its strength to a Middle agent that is looking for finding another which 
possesses a particular strength to query a middle agent In the RETSINA infrastructure; there could be 
multiple middle agents, not only in type but also in number. The other perspective in DAI defines 
organization less in terms of structure and more in terms of current organization theory. Theory says 
an organization as a "particular set of settled and unsettled questions about beliefs and actions through 
which agents view to other agents." So an organization is defined as a set of agents with mutual 
commitments, global commitments, and mutual beliefs. An organization consists of a group of agents; 
agents are formed by the set of activities. The structure imposes constraints on the ways the agent’s 
authority communicates and coordinates. The decision-making and control is concentrated in a single 
problem solver at each level in the hierarchy. The Interaction occurs between them through vertical 
communication from superior to subordinate agent and vice versa. Superior agents exercise control 
over resources and decision making. The Community of experts says that organization is flat, where 
each problem solver is a specialist in some particular area. Agents coordinate though mutual 
adjustment of their solutions so that overall coherence can be achieved. Agents coordinate through 
mutual adjustment of prices is specified by a pluralistic community could operate to each other. 
 

Solutions to problems are locally constructed, then they are communicated to other problem 
solvers that can test, challenge, and refine the solution .In dynamic environments, the issue of 
organizational adaptively is critical in dynamic environments RETSINA exhibits organizational 
adaptively through cooperation mediated by middle agents. RETSINA agents find their collaborators. 
dynamically based on the requirements of the task and on which agents are parts of the society at any 
given time .Hence organization in general conceptualized in terms of their structure, that is, the pa tern 
of information and control relations that exist among agents and the distribution of problem solving 
capabilities among them. 
 
3.    Tools And Techinques: 
 
             The mechanism used for learning tool, to make the agent more efficient in tasks that are often 
used. This architecture has been used in the MANTA system to simulate the behavior of ants. Reactive 
agents [1] do not have representations of their environment and act using a stimulus response type of 
behavior. They do not take history into account or plan for the future. Through simple interactions 
with other agents, complex global behavior can emerge. The two properties of reactive are robustness 
and fault tolerance. A group of agents can complete a task even if one of them fails. But pure reactive 
systems suffer from two main limitations:  
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(i)  Reactive agents make decisions based on local information, so they cannot take into 
consideration the non-local information or predict the effect of their decisions on global 
behavior. 

(ii) In reactive systems, the relationship between individual behaviors, environment, and overall 
behavior is not understandable. So some of the specific tasks can not be fulfill. 

 
Most of the architectures of Multi Agent system use three layers. At the first level, there is 

typically a reactive layer, which makes decisions about what to do base on raw sensor input. The 
second level takes abstracts away the raw sensor input and deals with a knowledge-level view of the 
agent’s environment. The third level tends to deal with the social aspects of the environment and the 
way the layers interact with each other. The area of agent architectures, particularly layered 
architectures, continues to be an area of on going work to investigate the appropriateness of various 
architectures for different environment. It turns out to be hard to evaluate one agent architecture 
against another, especially within the context of MAS. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

                               Figure – 1                 Three layered MAS 

4. Multi Agent Planning: 
 
             In single  agent environments the agent are alone. If other agents in the environment are 
inducted then they are simply included in the model of environment, without changing its basic 
algorithms .In many cases, this lead to poor performances .The interaction other agent is not same as 
with the nature. In particular nature is different to the agent’s intention .Whereas other agents are not 
.This section introduces multi agent planning to handle these issues. 
 

The multi agent environments are cooperative and competitive. A simple cooperative example 
is team planning in double tennis. The Plane ground is constructed that specified actions for both 
players of the teams. The techniques for constructing such ground. This requires some form of 
coordination, which is achieved by communication. Agents can improve coherence by planning their 
actions. Planning for a single agent is a process of constructing a sequence of actions. But the planning 
in a MAS environment also considers the difficulties that the other agents’ activities place on an 
agent’s choice of actions. Most early work in DAI has dealt with groups of agents pursuing common 
goals. Most work on multi-agent Planning assumes an individual sophisticated agent architecture that 
enables them to do rather in complex environment. The distributed planning was the approaching the 
complete planning before action. To produce a coherent plan, the agents must be able to recognize sub 
goal interactions and avoid them or resolve them. The agents develop their plan; examined them for 
critical situation. If contention for resources could cause them to fail. The agent then inserted 
synchronization messages so that one agent would wait till the resource was released by another agent. 
In air-traffic control the synchronizing agent was dynamically assigned according to different criteria, 
and it could alter its p1an to remove the interaction. In the PA/C model, agents do not need to have all 
the necessary information locally to solve their sub problems. With the FA/C model, a series of 
sophisticated distributed control schemes for agent coordination were developed, such as the use of 
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static Meta level information specified by an organizational structure and the use of dynamic Meta 
level information developed in partial global planning (PGP) [16]. The interactions between agents 
communicate the plans and goals at an appropriate level of abstraction. These communications enable 
a receiving agent to be associated with the future behavior of a sending agent. The cooperation, among 
the recipient agent uses the information in the plan to adjust its own local planning appropriately, so 
that the common planning goals are met. TAUV45 is a framework for evaluation of coordination 
algorithms between agents secondly in cooperative multi agent planning the focus is based modeling 
teamwork explicitly. Explicit modeling of teamwork is particularly helpful in dynamic environments 
where team members might fail or be presented with new opportunities. Joint-intention framework is 
characterizing a team’s mental state. A joint commitment is defined as a joint persistent goal. The 
commitment protocol synchronizes the team such that all members simultaneously enter into a joint 
commitment toward a team task .All team members must consent, using confirmation, to the 
establishment of a joint commitment goal. The SHAREDPLAN [20] model is not based on joint 
mental attitude but rather on a new mental attitude intending that an action be done. COLLAGEN [21] 
is a Prototype toolkit, which has its origins in SHAREDPLAN, and is applied to building a 
Collaborative interface among agents that helps with Air-travel arrangements. Responsibility based on 
a joint commitment to a team’s joint goal and a joint recipe commitment to a common recipe. Team 
work model based (a shell for TEAMWORK), steam is a on enhancements to the SOAR architecture, 
plus a set of about 300 domain-independent SOAR rules. STEAM uses a hybrid approach that 
combines joint intentions [8] but also uses partial SHAREDPLANS .So the emphasis of multi-agent 
planning has been on flexible communication and action execution in complex, dynamic 
environments. 
 
4.1 Self –interested Multi Agent Interactions: 
 
            The nature of interactions among self-interested agents has been centered and around 
negotiation. Negotiation is seen as a method for coordination and conflict resolution e.g., resolving 
goal disparities in planning, resolving constrains in resource allocation, resolving task inconsistencies 
in determining organizational structure [34, 35]. Negotiation has also been used as a metaphor for 
communication of plan changes, task allocation, or centralized resolution of constraint violations. 
Hence, negotiation is almost as ill – defined as the notion of “agent”. 

 
The main characteristics of negotiation that are necessary for developing application in the real 

world are:  
• The conflicts are resolved in a decentralized manner,  
• Self – interested agents under conditions of  
• Bounded rationality, and  
• Incomplete information.  

 
Furthermore, the agents communicate and iteratively exchange proposals and counter- proposals. 

The persuader system by Sycara [35] and work by Rosenschein represent the first work by Dai 
researchers on negotiation among self-interested agents. The two approaches differ in their 
assumptions, motivations, and oprationalisation. The work of Rosenschein was based on game theory. 
Utility values for alternative outcomes are represented in a payoff matrix that is common knowledge to 
both parties in the negotiation. Each party reasons about and chooses the alternative that will maximize 
its utility. Despite the mathematical elegance of game theory .game theoretic models suffer from 
restrictive assumptions that limit realistic problems.    Real world negotiations are conducted under 
uncertainty, involve multiple criteria rather than a single utility dimension, the utility of the agent are 
not common knowledge but are instead private, and the agents are not omniscient. Work by Kraus 
[22], focuses on the role of time in negotiation .Using a distributed mechanism, agent negotiate and 
can reach efficient agreements without  delays .It is also shown that the individual approach of each 
agent towards the negotiation time affects (and may even determine) the final agreement that is 
reached. In [22] the Bazaar negotiation model was presented, which included multi-agent learning 
through agent interactions. The benefits to learning, if any, on the individual utilities of agents, as well 
as the overall joint system utility were examined and the experimental results suggest that: 
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 (i) When all agents learn, the joint system utility is near optimal and agent’ individual utilities are 
very similar;  

(ii) when no agent learns the agents ` individual utilities are almost equal but the joint utility is 
very low (much lower than in the “ all agents learn ” condition); and (iii) When only one agent 
learns its individual utilities increases at the expense of both the individual utility of the other 
agents as well as the overall joint utility of the system (I .e, only one agent learning has a 
harmful overall effect )[22]. 

 
4.2 Modeling Other Agents: 
 
             The most effective way to handle partial absorbability is for the agent to keep track of the part 
of the world it cannot see now. That is the agent should maintain some sort of internal state that 
depends percept history and thereby reflects at lest some of the unobserved aspects of the current state. 
The knowledge about “how the world works” whether implemented in simple Boolean circuits or in 
complete scientific theories – is called a model of the world. An agent that uses such a model is called 
a model based agent. Agents can increase the accuracy and efficiency of their problem solving if they 
are given knowledge about other agents or the ability to model and reason about others. 

 
The ability to model others increases an agent’s flexibility. Instead of operating on the basis of 

a fixed protocol of interaction, modeling others allows the agent to change the pattern of interaction. 
We saw already how explicit commitments to joint activity are the cornerstone of models of team. In 
the RETSINA multi agent Infrastructure, commitment of an agent to performing a task is not 
communicated explicitly to others but is implicit in its advertisement to a middle agent. An agent’s 
advertisement describes its capabilities, that the set of services it can provide to others. For example, 
the advertisement of an information agent expresses the set of queries that the agent is capable of 
answering. In this way, an agent that needs a service can, through asking a middle agent, find out who 
is capable of providing the service and can contact the service provider(s). Thus, for example, Instead 
of agent A either having a model of agent B built into It at design time or having to infer it, agent B 
makes its capability model available to agent A through an advertisement to a middle agent. These two 
ways would be infeasible and extremely time consuming for agents in large-scale and open 
environments such as the internet. If the agent goes down, it "unadvertised"; that is, it lets it be known 
that it is no longer a member of the society. 
 
4.3 Managing Communication 
 
             Agents can improve the coherence of their problem solving by planning the content, amount, 
type, and timing of the communication they exchange. It has been noted that [9] using abstraction and 
multilevel information is helpful because they help decrease communication overhead, in dynamic and 
open environments. The most prominent among them is agent interoperability. Agents is populating 
the internet at a rapid pace. These agents have different functions. Agents can increase their problem-
solving scope by cooperation [28]. In an open environment, heterogeneous agents that would like to 
coordinate with each other (either cooperate or negotiate).The two major challenges: 
 
 (i)  They must be able to find each other (in an open environment, agents might appear and 

disappear unpredictable,  
 
(ii)  They must be able to inter-operate. To address the issue of finding agents in an open 

environment such as the internet, middle agents [24] have been proposed. Different agent 
types were identified and implemented [26]. In preliminary experiments [27] it was seen that 
the behaviors of each type of middle agent have certain performance characteristics; although 
brokered systems are more vulnerable to certain failures, but are cooperative with a rapidly 
fluctuating agent workforce. Middle agents are advantageous because they allow a system to 
operate robustly in the face of agent appearance and disappearance and intermittent 
communications. To allow agents to interoperate, communication languages, the performance 
is based on message types, efficient languages. Message content that allows agents to 
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understand each other have not been demonstrated effectively. The ontology problem that is, 
how agents can share meaning, is still open. 

 
 4.4 Managing Resources: 
             Another critical issue is effective allocation of limited resources to multiple agents. Like 
internet network congestion. Different methods developed for effective resource allocation to multiple 
agents and some of them hail from operations research based techniques for single-agent scheduling, 
and others use market-oriented approaches. In the first category, Distributed constraint heuristic search 
[28] are mentioned, which combines decentralized - search with constraint satisfaction and 
optimization. The key points of these methods are 
 

• A set of variable and value-ordering heuristics that quantify several characteristics of the 
space being searched. 

• A communication protocol that allows the agents to coordinate in an effective manner. The 
distributed scheduling model uses a large number of simple agents by partitioning problem 
constraints. 

 
           This methodology was applied to solve job-shop-scheduling constraint-satisfaction and 
constraint-optimization problems with good results. Economic-based mechanisms have been utilized 
in MAS to address problems of resource allocation (the central theme of economic research). In 
economics-based approaches, agents are assumed to be self-interested utility maximizes. In markers, 
agents that control scarce resources (labor, raw materials, goods, money) agree to share by 
exchanging some of their respective resources to achieve some common goal. Resources are changed 
with or without explicit prices. Market mechanisms have been used for resource allocation Markets 
assume that the exchange prices are publicly known. Hence, the agents exchange minimal amounts of 
information for price allocation. It is probable that In the future, most agents will be self-interested. A 
self-interested agent simply chooses a course of action that maximizes its own utility. In a society of 
self-interested agents it is desired that if each agent maximizes its local utility, the whole society 
exhibits good behavior. Economics-based approaches, such as market mechanisms, are becoming 
increasingly attractive to MAS researchers because of the ready availability of underlying formal 
models and their potential applicability in internet-based commerce.  The various characteristics of 
market based resource are 

  
(i)  when no agent behavior will be acceptable, which is observable, and the action taken by 

learns, the agents’ individual utilities called mechanism design. Many probes the learning 
agent can strongly bias is almost equal.  

 
(ii)  when overuse and, hence, congest a shared agent’s belief process is characterized only one 

agent learns, its individual resource, such as a communications in terms of conjectures about 
the utility increases at the expense of both network. This problem is called the effect of its 
actions. A conjectural equips the individual utility of the other tragedy of the commons. 
Librium is then defined where all agents as well as the overall joint utility are less congestive. 
Generally, the problem of tragedy of agent’s expectations is realized, and utility of the system 
is solved by pricing or tax- each agent responds optimally to its agent learning has a harmful 
expectations.  MAS are presented effect. Second, a society of self-interest. A survey of multi 
agent learning can be computational agents can exhibit response of others. Oscillatory or 
chaotic behavior mental results show that depending [29] on the starting point, an agent might 
highly effective. 

 
5. Various Architecture: 
 
             The different modeling schemes of individual agents can constrain the range of effective 
coordination regimes; communication protocol and behaviors. Further different problem and task 
decompositions can yield various interactions.  
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5.1    Belief Desire-Intention (BDI): 
 
            Various works in AI research has been formulated through logical axioms for rational agents. 
This is accomplished by formalizing the agent behavior in terms of beliefs, desires and intension 
.These works are known as belief desire-intention (BDI) [30] systems. The agent who has BDI 
architecture also called a deliberative. As agent orientation are very broad field topics concerning inter 
alias agent organizations. Agent behavior as well as messaging it becomes obvious that most of these 
platforms focus on specific objectives and therefore cannot address all important aspects of agent 
technology equally well. Two important categories of platforms are middleware and reasoning-orient 
system. Most middleware platforms intentionally leave open the issue of internal agent architecture 
and employ a simple task oriented approach [2, 11 and 17].In contrast, reasoning-centered platforms 
focus on the behavior model of a single agent trying to achieve rationality and goal-directedness. Most 
successful behavior models are based on adapted theories coming from disciplines such as philosophy, 
psychology or biology. Depending on the level of detail of the theory the behavior models tend to 
become complicated and can result in architectures and implementations that are difficult to use.  
 
5.2   Retsina: 
 
             In multi-agent infrastructure, agents coordinate to collect information for the of user problem-
solving tasks. RETSINA [31] – Reusable Environment for Task Structured Intelligent Network Agents 
are BDI-type that integrates planning, scheduling, execution of information [29]. It is an open multi 
agent system that supports communities of heterogeneous agents. The RETSINA system has been 
implemented on the premise that agents in a system should form a community of peers that engage in 
peer to peer interactions. Any coordination structure in the community of agents should emerge from 
the relations between agents, rather than as a result of the improved constraints of the infrastructure 
itself. In accordance with this premise, RETSIANA does not employ centralized control within the 
MAS rather it implements distributed infrastructural services that facilitate the interactions between 
agents, as opposed to manage them. The RETSINA multi-agent infrastructure consists of system 
reusable agents types that can be adapted to address a variety of different domain specific problems. 
Each RETSINA agent draws upon a sophisticated reasoning architecture that consists of four reusable 
modules for communication, planning scheduling and execution monitoring. The communication and 
coordination module accepts and interprets messages to an agent that can increase MAS coherence. 
The individual agent can cause non local effects of local actions, to the expectations of other agent’s 
behavior. These requests are the goals of the recipient agent. The scheduling module priorities various 
steps of the plant. The  scheduling process use the input, as the agents current set of plan and the set of 
all executable actions  which is to be executed next. Agent-reactivity considerations are handled by the 
execution-monitoring process; further this bifid to the next intended action as its input and prepares, 
monitors, and completes its execution. The execution module monitor prepares the action for 
execution by setting up a process failed actions that is handled by the exception-handling process. The 
agent has a domain independent library of plans execution that are indexed by goals as well as a 
domain-specific library of the current input parameters. According to Brook Reactive agents have the 
following properties roots in Brook’s system. The deliberative agents and his assertions are  
 
(i) Intelligence to interact with other agents and its environment and  
(ii) Intelligence behavior that emerges from the interaction of various simple behaviors organized 

in a layered way through a master-slave relationship of inhibition. 
 
6. Multiagent System Applications: 

 
Agent’s technology is rapidly breaking out of universities and research labs, and is beginning 

to be used to solve real-world problems in a range of industrial and commercial applications. Various 
applications of multi agent system exist today, and new systems are being developed mainly in two 
distinct categories. They are, 
(i) It aims to identify the main areas where agent-based approaches are currently being used and 

to provide pointers to some exemplar system. 
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(ii) It aims anticipate likely future directions applied agent work and to highlight open issues 
which     need to be addressed if this technology is to fulfill its full potential results show that 
imperfect knowledge attempted to learn a model of the other suppresser  oscillatory behavior 
at the  agents. Such equivocal results are the first MAS applications appeared in, expense of 
reducing performance [33]. In Thomas out central control and compete for agreement. 

 
6.1    Process Control: 
 
         Process control is a natural application for agents, since process controllers [43] are themselves 
autonomous reactive system [5]. The best known of these is ARCHON, a software platform for 
building multi-agent system and an associated methodology for building applications with this 
platform [34]. ARCCHON also has the distinction of being one of the worlds earliest field tested multi 
agent system. It is applied in electricity transportation management, particle accelerator control, 
spacecraft control and climate control and steel coil processing control [38]. Multi-agent systems are 
powerful and flexible tools for controlling complex phenomena. The complexity of a phenomenon can 
be tackled in such a way that each agent embeds the controller for a portion of the phenomenon. In this 
perspective, the interaction among the agents results in a complex controller for the whole 
phenomenon. The actions the agents undertake to control their portions of the phenomenon may 
conflict, as a result of the “overlapping” of the controlled portions; hence a mediated interaction is 
needed. A class of complex phenomena that present several difficulties in their satisfactory modeling 
and controlling is the class of physiological processes. We illustrate the negotiation [36, 45 and 46] 
paradigm of a general regulating multi-agent architecture called anthropoid agency. 
 
6.2 Telecommunication: 
 

Telecommunication systems are large, distributed networks of interconnected components 
which need to be monitored and managed in real-time. Features in a telecommunication [44] system 
provide added functionality on top of the basic communication. The traditional approach of analyzing 
services at design time and hard wiring in solutions for all possible interaction permutations is doomed 
to failure. Given this situation, Griffith and Velthuijsen decided to adopt a different strategy and tackle 
the problem on an as needed basis at run time .They did this by employing negotiating agents to 
represent the different entities who are interested in the set up of a call. When conflicts are detected, 
the agents negotiate with one another to resolve them so that an acceptable call configuration is 
established. It also include network control, transmission and switching, service management and 
network management. Direct communication is typically associated with cognitive agents, where the 
information encoded in the messages is related to a mental state. This generally assumed view on 
communication however, does not fit the approach of situated, behavior-based agents. We propose a 
protocol-based communication model for situated agents. Communication specified in terms of 
protocols, i.e. well-defined sequences of messages, shifts the focus of communication from the 
reasoning upon messages towards the relationship between the exchanged messages. The model 
decomposes communication into three functional modules: message decoding, communicating and 
message encoding. The core of the model, the communicating module 

 
(i) Interprets decoded messages and reacts to them in accordance with the applicable protocol, 

and  
(ii) Initiates or continues conversations when the conditions imposed by the applicable protocol 

are   satisfied. 
 
6.3 Air Traffic Control: 
 
              Ljunberg and Lucas describe a sophisticated agent realized air traffic control system known as 
OASIS [32]. The agent metaphor thus provides a useful and natural way of modeling real world 
autonomous components. As an aircraft enters into airspace, an agent is allocated for it, and the agent 
is instantiated with the information and goals corresponding to the real world aircraft and some control 
agents are responsible for managing the system. OASIS is implemented using a belief desire intention 
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system called DMARS. Since critical socio-technical systems include people interacting with 
equipments in workplaces, their intrinsic reliability problems have been concerned with both these two 
"actors" Air Traffic Control (ATC) is going to be such a system in which controllers use a large 
number of distributed software tools to provide safety ATC services. The reliability of these services 
relies on the availability of the various tools. Indeed, a partial failure of a tool in use can have tragic 
consequences. This paper presents a multi-agent approach to this problem. We propose an agent-based 
decision-aided system that helps controllers in using their multiple software tools in situations where 
some tools are not available due to technical incidents. We build and test our system in an ATC 
simulation environment, thus develop an Agent-Based Simulation (ABS). Experimental work has 
demonstrated the significance of our system to air traffic controllers. Air Traffic Management (ATM) 
of the future allows for the possibility of free flight, in which aircraft choose their own optimal routes, 
altitudes, and velocities. The safe resolution of trajectory conflicts between aircraft is necessary to the 
success of such a distributed control system. In this paper, we present a method to synthesize provably 
safe conflict resolution maneuvers. The method models the aircraft and the maneuver as a hybrid 
control system, and calculates the maximal set of safe initial conditions for each aircraft, so that 
separation is assured in the presence of uncertainties in the actions of the other aircraft. 
 
6.4 Transportation Systems: 
 

This management is well suited to an agent based approach of its geographically distributed 
nature. Here two agents, one representing to the customer and other are representing to the station 
where the customers congregate in order to be picked up. Customer agents inform relevant stations of 
their requirements and the station agent determines whether their requests can be accommodated and, 
if so, which car they should be booked into. To improve the situation of wasting natural resources, the 
existing transportation systems have to be optimized. This means that we should not only think about 
new technologies for saving energy but also about better use of the existing traffic ways. The most 
efficient way to achieve these objectives is to automate the existing means of communication and to 
improve transportation management. Since most of the communication channels and technologies for 
automation in transportation management are Web-based, we want to describe how to improve Web-
based transportation management. Talking about Web-based environments means talking about the 
Internet and services it offers. These Web-based environments build up a good basis for an agent-
based approach, because all aspects for communication and information processing are also used in 
agent systems. In this approach, Web servers build the agents by themselves and an agent-based 
interaction works with the support of Web services. Thus, we can build an agent-based structure for 
transportation control that is similar to the structure of the Internet. Agent-based transportation 
management is a possible contribution to make transportation management more effective in regard to 
saving energy (fuel) and protecting our environment by stopping the increase of existing traffic ways.   

 
6.5 Commercial Management: 
 
             It deals with information management towards mass market. The lack of effective information 
management tools has given rise to what is collo-quality known as the information overload problem. 
There are many reasons for this. Both human factor and organizational factor conspire against users 
attempting to use the resource in a systematic way. The two overload problems are 
 

(i) Information filtering 
(ii) Information gathering 

Maxims is an electronic mail filtering agent which “learns to priorities, delete, forward, sort 
and achieve mail messages on behalf of user. Maxims constantly makes internal predictions about 
what a user will do with a message. If these predictions turn out to be inaccurate, then Maxims keeps 
them to itself, else it suggests to the user about what to do. The WARREN financial portfolio 
management system is a multi-agent system that integrates information finding and filtering in the 
context of supporting a user to manage her financial portfolio. The system consists of agents that self 
organize to monitor and tack stock quotes, financial news and company earnings reports to appraise 
the portfolio owner of the evolving financial picture.   
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6.6 Electronic Commerce: 
 

Commerce is entirely driven by human interactions. But some of the commerce can not be 
automated that is what to buy, when to buy, how much to pay etc. So some commercial decision 
making can be placed in the hands of the agents. Although widespread electronic commerce is likely 
far away, an increasing amount of trade is being undertaken by agents. A simple “electronic 
marketplace” called Kasbah [37]. This system realizes the marketplace by creating buying and selling 
agents for each good to be purchased or sold respectively. Other commerce applications include 
Bargain Finder [38] an agent which discovers the cheapest CDs a personal shopping assistant able to 
search on line stores. MAGMA [38] is a virtual marketplace for electronic commerce and several 
agent- based interactive catalogues [38, 39]. 

 
6.7 Entertainment Applications: 
 

The leisure industry is frequently seen as somehow peripheral to the “serious” applications of 
computers. Agents have an obvious role in computer games, interactive theater, and cinema and 
related virtual reality applications. Such systems tend to be full of semi autonomous animated 
characters, which can naturally be implemented as agent. In interactive theatre and cinema the system 
allows a user to play out a role analogous to those played by real, human actors in plays or films, 
interacting with artificial, computer characters that have the behavioral characteristics of real people. 
Agents that play the part of human in theatre style applications are often know as believable agents. 
 
6.8    Medical Applications: 
 
          Medical informatics is a major growth area in computer science. Two of the major applications 
are (i) Patient monitoring; (ii) Health care. In patient monitoring GUARDIAN system [40] is intended 
to help manage patient care in the surgical Intensive Care (SICU). The GUARDIAN system. 
Distributes the SICU patient monitoring function among a number of agents like perception agent, 
reasoning agent and  
 

control agent. The agents are organized into hierarchies and the system as a whole is closely 
based on the black board model of control. In health care a prototypical agent based distributed 
medical care system is described in [41]. This system is designed to integrate the patient management 
process, typically involves many individuals. The system allows a natural representation of this 
process, with agents mapped on to the individuals and, potentially, organizations involved the patient 
care process.  
 
7. Future Direction And Conclusion: 
 

The aforementioned systems can be considered as the first wave of a agent – based 
application. In addition to providing solutions to meet real – world they demonstrate that agent based 
systems are a useful and powerful solution technology. That is, the conception of (multiple) 
autonomous problem solvers interacting in various ways to achieve individual and system goals is a 
useful software engineering abstraction (just as objects and abstract data types are). The abstraction is 
useful to the extent that it enables software engineers to do more or to things more cheaply. 
  

However, these developments also show that designing and building agent system is difficult. 
They have all the problems associated with building traditional distributed, concurrent systems, and 
have the traditional difficulties which arise from having flexible and sophisticated interaction between 
autonomous problem solving components. For these reasons most extant agent system applications are 
built by, or in consultation with, designers and developers who are themselves active in the agents 
research community .Whilst this may suffice for a niche software technology, we feel agents have the 
potential to be far more present every where than this. In fact, agent technology has the potential to 
enter the mainstream of software engineering solutions. However for this to occur, it must be possible 
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for professional software engineers to design and build multi – agent systems. The big question then 
becomes one of how this is achieved. 

 
The other major impediment to the widespread adoption of agent technology has a social as 

well as technical aspect. For individuals to be comfortable with the idea of delegating tasks to agents, 
they must first trust them. Both individuals and organizations will thus need to become more 
accustomed and confident with the notion of autonomous software components, if they are to become 
widely used. Users have to gain confidence in the agents must strike balance between continually 
seeking guidance (and needlessly distasting the user) and never seeking guidance and exceeding its 
authority. Put crudely, an agent must know its limitations. 

 
7.1 Future Application: 
 
            The motivations for the MAS research include the ability of MAS to do the following in future.  
 

(i) To solve problems that is too large for a centralized agent. 
(ii) To allow for the interconnection and interoperation of multiple existing legacy 

systems. Therefore the legacy systems can remain useful to incorporate them into a 
cooperating agent community in which they can be exploited by other pieces of 
software. 

(iii) To provide solutions to problems that can naturally be regarded as a society of 
autonomous interacting components agents. Such agents can be customized to reflect 
the preferences and constraint. 

(iv) To provide solutions that efficiently use information sources that are spatially 
distributed. 

(v) To provide solutions in situations where expertise is distributed. 
(vi) To enhance performance along the dimensions of Computational efficiency, reliability 

and maintainability [42, 12]. 
(vii) Responsiveness to handle anomalies locally, not propagate them to the whole system; 
(viii) Flexibility to various abilities for adaptively organing. 
(ix) Reuse functionally for specific agents in different agent teams to solve various 

problems. 
 
Finally with some assumptions, the field of autonomous agents and multi-agent systems is a 

vibrant and rapidly expanding area of research and development. It represents a melting pot of ideas 
originating from such areas as distributed computing, object oriented systems, software engineering, 
artificial intelligence, economics, sociology, and organizational science. At its core is the concept of 
autonomous agents interacting with one another for their individual and collective good. This basic 
conceptual framework has become common currency in a range of closely related disciplines, and 
offers a natural and powerful means of analyzing, designing, and implementing a diverse range of 
software solutions. 

 
Over the past two decades, a number of significant conceptual advances have been made in 

both the design and implementation of individual autonomous agents, and in the way in which they 
interact with one another. Moreover, these technologies are now beginning to find their way into 
commercial products and real world software solutions. However, despite the obvious potential, there 
are a number of fundamental research and development issues which remain. As we have indicated, 
these issues cover the whole gamut of the agent field, and only when robust and scalable solutions 
have found will the full potential of agent based system be realized. 
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